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Investors look to the Fed’s next moves after US jobs data 
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• China releases May’s balance of trade. 

• The US reads its three-month and six-month bill auction. 

OVERVIEW 

• US equities close on cusp of record after hiring data. 

• Europe stocks rise to record after “Goldilocks” US jobs data. 

• China’s tech crackdown is cooling Hong Kong listings. 

• Oil steady near 2018 high as investors assess demand outlook. 

• Turkish lira goes from best to worst. 

DEVELOPED MARKETS EQUITIES 

US 

US equities climbed to within a whisker of their all-time highs Friday (4 June) 

after a pickup in hiring last month bolstered confidence in the economy, while 

a strong rise in hourly wages added to inflation worries. 

Information Technology stocks rose the most in the S&P 500 Index, with the 

index ending Friday’s session less than 3 pts below its 7 May closing record 

after employers added 559,000 jobs last month, just below the average 

forecast. The benchmark rose 0.88% to 4,229.89. The Nasdaq 100 Index rallied 

the most in two weeks, driven by gains in megacaps including Microsoft 

Corporation and Apple Inc. 

With stocks largely tranquil of late, traders are assessing Friday’s data for clues 

on the Federal Reserve’s next moves with regards to interest rates and asset 

purchases. Strong services figures on Thursday highlighted the rapid recovery 

in business activity, as the world’s largest economy rebounds from the 

pandemic. 

The Dow Jones Industrial Average closed less than 0.1% below its all-time high 

– declining 0.52% to close at 34,756.39 – with Salesforce.com Inc, Microsoft 

Corporation, and Intel Corporation leading gains. The Nasdaq Composite 

Index gained 1.47% to 13,814.49. The dollar weakened against all of its G-10 

peers. US Treasury 10Y yields fell to 1.56%. – Bloomberg News. 

EUROPE 

Europe stocks edged higher Friday (4 June), reaching a new record, as an 

increase in US hiring boosted optimism over the economic recovery and 

assuaged concerns about the rollback in monetary stimulus. 

The Stoxx Europe 600 Index gained 0.39% to 452.57 by the close in London, 

with Technology, Miners, and Health Care sectors leading the advance. Italy’s 

FTSE MIB Index closed at the highest level since October 2008. 

Europe shares kicked off June with several new historical highs, as market 

participants evaluate signs of economic recovery and risks from faster 

inflation. As US jobs growth picked up in May but missed economists’ 

estimates, investors were reassured that stimulus measures will remain in 

place. 

“This Goldilocks scenario of a labour market recovery that is not too cold to 

raise concerns about the economy, but not too hot to prompt fears about 

faster than expected monetary policy tightening, is supportive of equity 

markets,” said a market watcher.  

The Europe stocks benchmark is up 13% this year, buoyed by expectations of 

economic reopening and lifting of lockdowns. European banks fell the most 

Friday, losing 0.9%, as ING Groep NV declined following a ratings downgrade. 
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Among other notable movers, Fingerprint Cards AB slumped as much as 15% 

after withdrawing guidance. – Bloomberg News.  

JAPAN 

Japan’s top steelmaker issued another warning to domestic manufacturing 

giants: accept price hikes or stable supply may not be guaranteed any more. 

A huge gap has been created between international and domestic steel prices, 

and Nippon Steel Corporation risks falling behind, Executive Vice-President 

Takahiro Mori said, calling for “urgent hikes” so that the steelmaker can 

compete with major foreign rivals “on an equal footing”. “Steel prices in Japan 

are very low, compared with internationally,” he said in an interview. 

“Particularly, we’ll need to urgently correct the contract prices that are settled 

through discussion with big users.” 

While the executive did not name any domestic customers, the industry closely 

monitors the twice-a-year price talks between Nippon Steel and Toyota Motor 

Corporation that typically serve as a benchmark. 

Steel prices have soared from China to North America amid a broader 

commodities boom, prompting global mills to report bumper quarterly 

earnings. While declining to specify the difference between overseas and 

domestic contract prices, Mori said the gap is “more than you could imagine”. 

Nippon Steel closed 2% higher at JPY2,039 in Tokyo on Friday (4 June). The 

shares have gained 54% this year. 

Global steelmakers have gained as an economic recovery from the pandemic 

gathers pace and stimulus unleashes demand. While second-half profit at 

Nippon Steel and its domestic peer JFE Holdings Inc showed significant 

recovery, they have trailed those of major rivals such as European giant 

ArcelorMittal SA and South Korea’s Posco. 

The steel market will probably tighten further towards the end of the year 

through March as demand increases globally and as China, the maker of more 

than half the world’s steel, has pledged to cut output this year, Mori said. – 

Bloomberg News. 

The Nikkei 225 Index opened 0.79% higher at 29,171.50 on Monday morning. 

The benchmark dipped 0.40% to 28,941.52 on Friday. 

ASIA EQUITIES 

MAINLAND CHINA & HONG KONG 

New Hong Kong listings are tracking at their slowest pace since the aftermath 

of the Global Financial Crisis, as weaker markets and China’s clampdown on its 

biggest tech firms chill sentiment. 

Just seven companies have gone public in the second quarter so far – on track 

for the fewest since 2009, according to data compiled by Bloomberg. The 

muted second quarter activity stands in sharp contrast to the rush to go public 

seen last year or even at the start of 2021. 

First day performances have also struggled: May’s initial public offerings (IPOs) 

– which include warehouse and distribution company JD Logistics Inc and 

property manager Central China Management Co Ltd – delivered the worst 

average debut performance in 15 months, the data show. 

The cool off comes as China slapped a record fine on Alibaba Group Holding 

Ltd and ordered 34 of its largest tech companies to rectify any anti-competitive 

business practices. That is making some firms more skittish about going public 

and investors worry about further actions from regulators. China has said the 

moves are to protect consumers and maintain financial stability. 

China’s top three tech firms Tencent Holdings Ltd, Alibaba Group Holding Ltd, 

and Meituan have lost more than USD400b in value from highs just four 

months ago. Hong Kong’s stock market tumbled into a technical correction 

earlier this year, dragging valuations further. The benchmark Hang Seng Index 

is one of the world’s worst performers since its February high. 

As a result, capital raised on the Hong Kong stock exchange this year is only 

half of its levels last year, impacting the city’s position as a top fundraising hub. 

In comparison, volume on the Nasdaq Composite Index has already surpassed  

 
Equity Markets 

Returns of equity indices around the world, in local currency terms. 

 Index Close Overnight YTD  

US DJIA 34756.39 0.52% 13.56% 

 S&P 500 4229.89 0.88% 12.61% 

 NASDAQ 13814.49 1.47% 7.19% 

Europe Stoxx Europe 600 452.57 0.39% 13.42% 

Germany DAX 15692.90 0.39% 14.39% 

France CAC 40 6515.66 0.12% 17.37% 

UK FTSE 100 7069.04 0.07% 9.42% 

Asia MSCI AxJ 891.02 -0.28% 5.71% 

Japan Nikkei 225 28941.52 -0.40% 5.46% 

China SHCOMP 3591.85 0.21% 3.42% 

Hong Kong Hang Seng  28918.10 -0.17% 6.20% 

Taiwan TWSE 17147.41 -0.57% 16.39% 

South Korea Kospi 3240.08 -0.23% 12.76% 

Indonesia JCI 6065.17 -0.43% 1.44% 

Malaysia KLCI 1578.45 -0.76% -3.00% 

Singapore STI 3151.04 -0.44% 10.80% 

India Sensex 52100.05 -0.25% 9.11% 

Emerg. Mkt MSCI EM 1381.56 -0.15% 6.99% 

 

Government Bonds 

Benchmark yields of major 10-year government bonds. 

 
Latest yield Previous yield 

Change 

(bps) 

US 1.55% 1.63% -7.16 

Germany -0.21% -0.18% -3.00 

Japan 0.09% 0.08% 0.30 

China 3.13% 3.09% 4.10 

Taiwan 0.45% 0.45% 0.05 

South Korea 2.17% 2.20% -2.80 

Indonesia 6.43% 6.41% 1.40 

Singapore 1.52% 1.50% 2.15 

India 6.03% 6.00% 3.20 

 

Commodity futures 

Prices of one-month futures contracts, grouped by commodity type. 

 
Close 

1-day 

change 
1-yr high 1-yr low 

WTI crude ($/bbl) 69.62 1.18% 69.76 33.64 

Gold ($/oz.) 1889.80 0.99% 2063.00 1673.30 

Copper ($/ton) 9941.25 1.73% 10735.50 5749.75 

Corn (cents/bu.) 682.75 3.13% 775.00 307.25 

Soybean (cents/bu.) 1583.75 2.23% 1677.25 856.50 

Wheat (cents/bu.) 687.75 1.70% 773.00 468.25 

Coffee (cents/lb) 161.65 2.57% 166.75 102.00 

Sugar (cents/lb) 466.50 1.50% 483.80 345.30 

Source: Bloomberg, as at the close of the last business day. 

YTD refers to year-to-date returns. 
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its 2020 number, thanks to a boom in blank cheque company listings earlier 

this year. 

Worries about rising inflation are also making tech firms going public a harder 

sell as investors dump shares with rich valuations. Beijing’s scrutiny on firms 

including technology and education has also forced investors to scale back 

earnings forecasts, investors say. 

The test for whether Hong Kong’s IPO market can stage a revival will come from 

some upcoming listings, which include share sales by a dairy firm and a maker 

of invisible teeth aligners. 

Investors are also closely watching the reception to mega flotations, among 

them Chinese gaming giant NetEase Inc’s music streaming arm which filed late 

May for a Hong Kong IPO that could raise about USD1b. – Bloomberg News. 

On Friday (4 June), the Shanghai Composite Index inched 0.21% higher to 

3,591.84 while the Hang Seng Index closed 0.17% lower at 28,918.10. 

REST OF ASIA 

Thailand’s state-controlled PTT Pcl, the country’s largest company by market 

value, has invested in a venture to make plant-based protein, including so-

called faux meat, as part of its objective to become less dependent on fossil-

fuel businesses. 

The oil and gas giant formed a THB300m (USD9.6m) partnership with NR 

Instant Produce Pcl, which specialises in making protein from jackfruit, with 

commercial operations scheduled to start by the end of 2022. 

Although the project involves a small investment for a company with a market 

capitalisation of USD38b, it reflects the fact that “non-traditional” products are 

gradually becoming part of the norm, according to Senior Executive Vice 

President Buranin Rattanasombat. PTT, which currently gets more than 95% 

of its revenue from energy refining, processing, trading, and retailing, has also 

made recent investments in electric vehicle and life science businesses. 

Buranin said that non-traditional businesses will generate as much as a fifth of 

PTT’s revenue within a decade. Plant protein is particularly attractive because 

of the growing number of health and environmentally conscious consumers, 

he said. 

The project between wholly owned subsidiaries of PTT and NR Instant Produce 

will utilise local crops such as mung beans and mushrooms, he said. A success 

benchmark will be the level of exports, in line with the government’s goal of 

bolstering shipments of new food products. India, China, and Southeast Asia 

will be key markets, he said. 

NR Instant Produce debuted on the Stock Exchange of Thailand last October; 

its shares now trade at nearly triple their initial public offering price. Beyond 

Meat Inc, a California-based maker of faux meat backed by Bill Gates, co-

founder of Microsoft Corporation, is probably the best known company in the 

industry. – Bloomberg News. 

South Korea’s Kospi Index advanced 0.63% to 3,260.65 in early-Monday (7 

June) trading, after closing 0.23% lower at 3,240.08 on Friday. 

Australia’s S&P/ASX 200 Index opened 0.16% higher at 7,307.20 on Monday. It 

climbed 0.49% to 7,295.40 the previous session. 

The Taiwan Stock Exchange Weighted Index slipped 0.57% to 17,147,41. 

COMMODITIES 

Oil was steady at the open of trading in Asia after settling at the highest since 

October 2018 as investors assessed the demand outlook. 

Futures in New York traded near USD69.00 a barrel after capping a second 

straight weekly gain on Friday (4 June) following a raft of bullish calls on the 

market. The Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries+ appears in 

control of crude prices as US production is lagging pre-pandemic levels, a 

senior executive at major oil trader Vitol Group said Sunday. The alliance is 

returning supply after output cuts helped to tighten the market. 

  

 A robust rebound from the pandemic in the US, China, and Europe 

has driven prices more than 40% higher this year, although the 

Covid-19 comeback across Asia is a reminder that the recovery will 

be uneven. Russia’s Rosneft PJSC, meanwhile, warned of an 

impending shortfall in supply as global producers increasingly 

channel funds into a “hasty” energy transition. 

West Texas Intermediate for July delivery climbed 1.18% on Friday to 

USD69.62 a barrel. Futures advanced 5% last week (ended 4 June), 

the most since mid-April. Brent for August settlement rose 0.81% to 

USD71.89 a barrel. 

The market has firmed in a bullish structure. The prompt time 

spread for Brent was 41 cents in backwardation – where near-dated 

contracts are more expensive than later-dated ones. That compares 

with 37 cents a week earlier. – Bloomberg News. 

CURRENCIES 

In just three months, the Turkish lira has gone from best to worst. 

The currency is the victim of the head spinning policy swerves of 

President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, who is once again pressing 

policymakers to cut rates even as inflation remains at almost 17%. 

Last week’s (ended 4 June) confusing back-and-forth policy 

pronouncements from Turkey’s powerful leader and his central 

bank chief underscore what a perilous market the country has 

become, and unusual among major Emerging Markets (EM). Investor 

trust has been shattered, foreign stock ownership is near all-time 

lows, and the local currency bonds have lost about a fifth of their 

value this year. 

For investors, 20 March was the day that changed everything. 

Erdogan’s decision to fire his market-friendly central bank governor 

after just four months on the job showed unease with the concept 

of using higher rates to combat inflation – a convention of modern 

economics. Turkey’s markets have been depressed ever since. Last 

week reinforced fears that Erdogan will keep pushing his agenda of 

rate cuts, despite May inflation of 16.6%, though the reading marked 

the first slowdown in eight months. 

On Tuesday, Erdogan made a vague reference to summer months 

as a target date for a reduction in borrowing costs. Hours later, 

central bank Governor Sahap Kavcioglu tried to contain the damage. 

“Expectations for an early easing of policy, which aren’t based on a 

just reasoning, need to disappear,” he told investors. 

Through all of it, the lira was relatively stable, weakening just 1% for 

the week to 8.66 per dollar. 

By the numbers: From January to 1 March, the lira rose 2% against 

the dollar, the top performance among 31 global currencies. That 

has all been erased, and now the lira is down 14% year-to-date, 

coming in last on the rankings. The Borsa Istanbul 100 Index is down 

3% vs a 7% gain for MSCI Emerging Markets Index. Last year, the 

Turkish index surged 29%. Local currency bonds have lost 20% this 

year, the worst performance among EM after Nigeria. Turkish 

sovereign debt in dollars has handed investors a 3.2% loss, 

according to Bloomberg Barclays indices. 

In the eyes of investors that manage Turkish assets, the market is 

cheap and will bounce back once financial stability is restored. 

Others say they are simply not willing to bet on a market that has 

burned them so many times before. Foreign investors have sold a 

net USD1.6b in Turkish equities this year, leaving the market in the 

hands of local mom-and-pop traders, who are typically short-term 

investors. – Bloomberg News. 

On Friday, the US Dollar Index fell 0.42% to 90.136, the euro rose 

0.33% to USD1.2167, the pound gained 0.36% to USD1.4157, and 

the yen strengthened 0.70% to 109.52 per dollar. 
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FX Round-up (as of New York close)  

 
Last 

Overnight 

change 
Day high Day low  

EUR/USD 1.2167 0.33% 1.2185 1.2104  

GBP/USD 1.4157 0.36% 1.4200 1.4083  

USD/JPY 109.52 -0.70% 110.33 109.37  

AUD/USD 0.7739 1.06% 0.7745 0.7651  

NZD/USD 0.7214 0.95% 0.7216 0.7132  

USD/CAD 1.2084 -0.19% 1.2133 1.2071  

USD/SGD 1.3245 -0.24% 1.3291 1.3235  

AUD/SGD 1.0250 0.79% 1.0257 1.0159  

NZD/SGD 0.9551 0.66% 0.9553 0.9476  

GBP/SGD 1.8749 0.11% 1.8804 1.8709  

EUR/SGD 1.6112 0.06% 1.6128 1.6081  

AUD/NZD 1.0730 0.12% 1.0758 1.0706  

USD/IDR 14295 0.07% 14322 14295  

USD/INR 73.0000 0.12% 73.1225 72.9575  

XAU/USD 1891.59 1.11% 1896.28 1856.18  

Source: Bloomberg, as of last business day. 

 

SGD Against Major Currencies 

 

USD Against Major Currencies                     

 
Source: Bloomberg, as of last business day.  
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any actual transaction. Any terms, conditions and opinions contained herein may have been obtained from various sources and neither DBS nor any of their respective directors 

or employees (collectively the “DBS Group”) make any warranty, expressed or implied, as to its accuracy or completeness and thus assume no responsibility of it. The information 
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All figures and amounts stated are for illustration purposes only and shall not bind DBS Group. This publication does not have regard to the specific investment objectives, financial 

situation or particular needs of any specific person. Before entering into any transaction to purchase any product mentioned in this publication, you should take steps to ensure 

that you understand the transaction and has made an independent assessment of the appropriateness of the transaction in light of your own objectives and circumstances. In 

particular, you should read all the relevant documentation pertaining to the product and may wish to seek advice from a financial or other professional adviser or make such 

independent investigations as you consider necessary or appropriate for such purposes. If you choose not to do so, you should consider carefully whether any product mentioned 

in this publication is suitable for you.  DBS Group does not act as an adviser and assumes no fiduciary responsibility or liability for any consequences, financial or otherwise, arising 

from any arrangement or entrance into any transaction in reliance on the information contained herein.  In order to build your own independent analysis of any transaction and its 

consequences, you should consult your own independent financial, accounting, tax, legal or other competent professional advisors as you deem appropriate to ensure that any 

assessment you make is suitable for you in light of your own financial, accounting, tax, and legal constraints and objectives without relying in any way on DBS Group or any position 

which DBS Group might have expressed in this document or orally to you in the discussion.  

If this publication has been distributed by electronic transmission, such as e-mail, then such transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be 

intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. The sender therefore does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of the 

Information, which may arise as a result of electronic transmission. If verification is required, please request for a hard-copy version.  

This publication is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other 

jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation.  
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This publication is distributed by the branch of DBS Bank Ltd operating in the Dubai International Financial Centre (the "DIFC") under the trading name "DBS Vickers Securities (DIFC 

Branch)" ("DBS DIFC"), registered with the DIFC Registrar of Companies under number 156 and having its registered office at units 608 - 610, 6th Floor, Gate Precinct Building 5, PO 

Box 506538, DIFC, Dubai, United Arab Emirates. DBS DIFC is regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority (the "DFSA") with a DFSA reference number F000164. For more 

information on DBS DIFC and its affiliates, please see http://www.dbs.com/ae/our--network/default.page. 

If you have received this communication by email, please do not distribute or copy this email. If you believe that you have received this e-mail in error, please inform the sender or 

contact us immediately. DBS DIFC reserves the right to monitor and record electronic and telephone communications made by or to its personnel for regulatory or operational 

purposes. The security, accuracy and timeliness of electronic communications cannot be assured. While DBS DIFC implements precautions against viruses, DBS DIFC does not 

accept any liability for any virus, malware or similar in this email or any attachment. 

This publication is provided to you as a Professional Client or Market Counterparty as defined in the DFSA Rulebook Conduct of Business Module (the "COB Module"), and should 

not be relied upon by any client which does not meet the criteria to be classified as a Professional Client or Market Counterparty under the DFSA rules. 

Hong Kong  

This publication is distributed by DBS Bank (Hong Kong) Limited (CE Number: AAL664) (“DBSHK”) which is regulated by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority (the "HKMA") and the 

Securities and Futures Commission. In Hong Kong, DBS Private Bank is the private banking division of DBS Bank (Hong Kong) Limited. 

DBSHK is not the issuer of the research report unless otherwise stated therein. Such research report is distributed on the express understanding that, whilst the information 

contained within is believed to be reliable, the information has not been independently verified by DBSHK.  
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